Journeys in Japan
Explore the country’s great variety of local cultures and lifestyles off the beaten track.

TOKYO EYE 2020
Find out the hottest spots of the world’s most exciting metropolis.

#TOKYO
Get the latest Tokyo travel tips harvested from social media and big data analysis.

Trails to Oishii Tokyo
Delicious food from Tokyo’s markets! Learn about amazing ingredients which are sourced from across Japan and sold at Tokyo’s fresh food markets.

Easy Travel Japanese
Learn simple expressions you can put to use while your stay in Japan.

Wild Hokkaido!
A travel show focused on the great nature of Japan’s northern land, Hokkaido.

Enjoy our programs anytime, anywhere.

NEWSROOM TOKYO
Daily coverage of events in Japan and Asia. See beyond the news.

Dining with the Chef
Learn the secrets of Japanese cuisine to prepare your own delicious recipes at home.

GRAND SUMO Highlights
See how powerful wrestlers with an average weight of more than 160 kilos clash in the sacred ring.

Free app or web www.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/en/vod